Transgender-related Materials in ACC Libraries, Spring 2016

A select list of books and videos can be found on this page as well as articles and organizations. A list of LGBTQIA scholarships can be found in the Diversity research guide under “Education.”

EBSCOhost offers Research Starters on a variety of topics. Search “transgender*” in the Discovery Search box on the library main page to find the Research Starter and related articles. You may want to limit your search by a range of years or type of resource (magazine, journal, etc.) or by adding another concept or subject for more precision.

Books / eBooks


Jennings, K., & Shapiro, P. G. (2003). *Always my child: A parent’s guide to understanding your gay, lesbian,*
bisexual, transgendered, or questioning son or daughter. New York: Simon & Schuster. HQ76.25 J37 2003 CYP, RVS, SAC


**Videos and Streaming Media**


Austin Community College Library Services, Teresa Ashley, Spring 2016